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Blender 2.49 ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2010

	Blender 3D is a popular, open source modeling package that can produce photo-realistic 3D images and animations. Automating tasks and extending the functionality of an extensive application like Blender will streamline your workflow and make the impossible possible. However, implementing scripts may be daunting.


	This book takes a...
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Experiences of Test Automation: Case Studies of Software Test AutomationAddison Wesley, 2012

	Software test automation has moved beyond a luxury to become a necessity. Applications and systems have grown ever larger and more complex, and manual testing simply cannot keep up. As technology changes, and more organizations move into agile development, testing must adapt—and...
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Tableau Prep: Up & Running: Self-Service Data Preparation for Better AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2020

	
		
			For self-service data preparation, Tableau Prep is relatively easy to use—as long as you know how to clean and organize your datasets. Carl Allchin, from The Information Lab in London, gets you up to speed on Tableau Prep through a series of practical lessons that include methods for preparing, cleaning, automating,...
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Professional Java Tools for Extreme Programming: Ant, XDoclet, JUnit, Cactus, and Maven (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
The Extreme Programming (XP) methodology enables you to build and test enterprise systems quickly without sacrificing quality. In the last few years, open source developers have created or significantly improved a host of Java XP tools, from XDoclet, Maven, AntHill, and Eclipse to Ant, JUnit, and Cactus. This practical, code-intensive guide...
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Sensing, Intelligence, Motion : How Robots and Humans Move in an Unstructured WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	A leap forward in the field of robotics

	

	Until now, most of the advances in robotics have taken place in structured environments. Scientists and engineers have designed highly sophisticated robots, but most are still only able to operate and move in predetermined, planned environments designed specifically for the robots and...
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Microsoft System Center 2012 Orchestrator CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Automate mission-critical tasks with this practical, real-world guide to System Center 2012 Orchestrator


	Overview

	
		Create powerful runbooks for the entire System Center 2012 product line
	
		Master System Center 2012 to create advanced runbooks
	
		Learn how to install System Center...
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Microsoft Excel 2003 Programming Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003
You’re a sophisticated user of Excel—a real pro with spreadsheets—so now dig  into its powerful programming capabilities and really put your data to work!  From writing code in Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to taking  advantage of new XML data-sharing features, this book packs hundreds of  timesaving programming...
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Oracle Internals: Tips, Tricks, and Techniques for DBAsAuerbach Publications, 2001
If you are a typical Oracle professional, you don't have the luxury of time  to keep up with new technology and read all the new manuals to understand each  new feature of each release of Oracle. You need a comprehensive source of  information and techniques for using the new technology. You need Oracle  Internals: Tips, Tricks, and...
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Windows PowerShell Cookbook: for Windows, Exchange 2007, and MOM V3O'Reilly, 2007

	This Cookbook by Windows PowerShell team developer Lee Holmes provides hundreds of tested scripts that you can use right away to get Microsoft's new tool working for you. More than 150 recipes, combined with a concise task-based introduction to the Windows PowerShell scripting language and environment, make it the perfect look-up guide...
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Robotium Automated Testing for AndroidPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create and execute automated test cases for your Android apps using this hands-on guide to Robotium. A comprehensive guide to the framework, it takes you from first principles to advanced features and utilities.


	Overview

	
		Integrate Robotium with Maven to perform test case execution during build
	...
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sbt in Action: The simple Scala build toolManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		A tutorial about effectively building Scala projects, sbt in Action introduces the sbt tool with a simple project that establishes the fundamentals of running commands and tasks. Next, it shows you how to use the peripheral libraries in sbt to make common tasks simpler. Finally, it covers how to...
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PowerShell 3.0 Advanced Administration HandbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Getting PowerShell to serve you even more effectively is simplified with this guide to advanced administration. Automating repetitive daily tasks and streamlining processes is demonstrated with real-world examples and screenshots.


	Overview

	
		Discover and understand the concept of Windows PowerShell 3.0

...
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